
R1B14-16 
Air Stapler 
    

Features: 
 
 Long nose for easy use. 
 Rear exhaust. 
 Rubber grip. 
 Fast bottom loading magazine. 
 
 
 

The R1B14-16 air tacker features a 
convenient bottom loading magazine with 
easy release and is light-weight for better 
manoeuvrability. 
 
Staples feature a wide 9mm crown which 
gives good holding power but is also 
discreet. 
 
The fine wire staple is ideal for use in 
upholstering lounge suites, office chairs, 
and many other upholstery jobs. 
 

SC562 

Specifications:  

 Length: 
 Height: 
 Width: 
 Weight: 
 Magazine capacity: 
 Air Pressure: 

220mm 
160mm 

40mm 
0.95kg 

150 staples 
60-100psi 

AN OUTSTANDING TOOL FOR: 

 Assembly of picture frames. 
 Attaching cane beads. 
 Assembly of wooden gift boxes. 
 Assembly of wooden produce boxes. 

Staple code   Box Qty. Length 

97/12 10,000 12mm 

97/18 10,000 18mm 

97/22 10,000 22mm 

97/25 10,000 25mm 

97/10 10,000 10mm 

97/14 10,000 14mm 

97/16 10,000 16mm 

F1B97B-25 drives:  97 series staples 
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F1B97B-25 
Air Stapler 

Designed for use in the furniture and 
woodworking industries in many different 
applications.  The contact trip mechanism 
enables safe but fast driving of fasteners. 
 
This tool is ideally suited for jobs that 
require a short staple such as assembly of 
wooden gift and produce boxes and fixing 
cane beading and decorative mouldings to 
furniture. 
 
The F1B97B-25 has a bottom loading 
magazine which holds upwards of 150 
staples per load.  Its small nose allows for 
accurate placement of staples. 

State of the Art  
Pneumatic Stapler 

Features: 
 
 Contact trip mechanism for safer 

operation. 
 Quick bottom loading magazine. 
 Strong and lightweight die cast 

body. 
 Cushion rubber grip. 
 
 
Designed for use in the furniture and 
woodworking industries in many different 
applications.  The contact trip mechanism 
enables safe but fast driving of fasteners. 
 
This tool is ideally suited for jobs that require 
a short staple such as assembly of wooden 
gift and produce boxes, and fixing cane 
beading and decorative mouldings to 
furniture. 
 
The F1B97B-25 has a bottom loading 
magazine which holds upward of 150 staples 
per load.  Its small nose allows for accurate 
placement of staples. 
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